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WPL305
B A R C O D E  P R I N T E R

Big Business Tools. Small Business Attitude. 

::

Direct thermal and thermal transfer printing abilities

203 dpi print resolution

5 Inches per second print speed

4.25” Print width

8 MB DRAM, 2 MB Flash

SD Slot allows for Flash memory expansion up to 4 GB

WPL, ZPL and EPL emulation 

Supports 5" outside diameter media roll 

Clear media-view panel

USB 2.0, Serial (RS232) and Centronics Parallel connectivity 

Includes Windows print driver

Options include: cutter, peel and present, external Ethernet

WASP WPL305 FEATURES
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:: BENEFITS

Compact size is perfect for limited office and 

warehouse space

Drop-in media design makes loading media fast 

and decreases downtime

Multiple connectivity options allow quick installation

Clear media window for monitoring media usage

Flexible design delivers thermal transfer and direct thermal 

printing for a variety of applications

The WPL305 is a compact, desktop barcode printer that delivers outstanding versatility and performance at a surprisingly affordable price. Ideal for light

to medium-duty barcode printing, the WPL305 is recommended for applications including shipping and receiving, inventory control, asset tags, shelf

labels, healthcare, transportation and logistics. 

Featuring a full 32-bit processor that speeds processing and improves throughput, the WPL305 offers print speed of up to 5 inches per second.

Combined with 8 MB DRAM and 2 MB Flash memory, the WPL305 ensures quick printing of labels with text, graphics, and barcodes. 

Designed to be extremely easy to use, the WPL305 includes drop-in media replacement for fast and simple media loading. Multiple connectivity options

including USB, serial, parallel and optional external Ethernet print server allow for easy installation. 

The printer includes WPL, EPL and ZPL emulation, adding to its versatility and providing compatibility with any application. 




